
Catalogue of The Nigel Frith Archive 

Title                                   The Nigel Frith Archive

Date(s)                               c. 1919 – present, predominant c. 1960 – present.

Level of description      Fonds.

Extent and medium      c. 3.18 m of textual materials and illustrations – c. 100 photographs –  c. 500 
photographic slides – 3 Video Cassettes – 8 Audio Cassettes.

Creator                              Nigel Frith.

Biographical History

Nigel Frith (b. 1941), writer, tutor, artist. The son of an artillery officer serving in Germany after the 
Second World War, he attended Windsor School, Hamm, in Germany, for the children of military personnel. 
He studied English Literature at St. Catherine’s College, Oxford University, between 1960 and 1963, with a 
particular emphasis on early English and Medieval verse forms. During his undergraduate degree he was 
involved in student and professional theatrical productions and was a founding member of the 55 Club along 
with his friends, Sheridan Morley, critic, and Giles Block, director, and a number of others who went on to 
prominence in British literature and drama. Following university he continued to act, worked as library 
assistant at the Oxford History Faculty Library, and in 1965 his adaptation of Chaucer’s ‘Troilus & Criseyde’, 
‘The Lover’s Annual’, was published by JM Dent & Son. 

Between 1965 and 1968 he was employed as an English Teacher and resident tutor at Harlech Adult 
Education College in Wales. In 1968 he was accepted to read for an M. Litt in English literature at St. 
Catherine’s College but postponed it for a year to travel overland to India with the ‘Indiaman’ travel 
company. The journey took him across southern Europe, Turkey, Iran, and finally to northern India. He 
spent time in Kashmir and Rishikesh, where he studied Transcendental Meditation with the Mahirishi 
Mahesh Yogi. Upon his return he undertook his M.Litt and produced a thesis on the structure of 3 
Shakespearean plays. Between 1974 and 1980 he taught English at the Oxford Polytechnic before moving to 
the Oxford Centre of Medieval and Renaissance Studies where he was a tutor until his retirement in 2006. In 
1973 and 1978 Nigel Frith was an unsuccessful candidate for the post of Oxford Professor of Poetry. In the 
late 1990s he was a founding member of the Matinee-Soiree Society of friends and neighbours in 
Headington, Oxford.  

Nigel Frith began composing prose, plays, and poetry at school, he is also an artist, primarily 
painting in acrylic on canvas and producing ink illustrations for much of his written work. Between 1965 and 
1992 Nigel Frith has had 7 major works published: ‘The Lover’s Annual’ (1965), ‘Krishna’ (1975), ‘Asgard’ 
(aka ‘The Spear of Mistletoe’) (1977), ‘Jormundgand’ (1986), ‘Dragon’ (1987), ‘Olympiad’ (1988), ‘Snow’ 
(1992). The majority of Nigel Frith’s literature is influenced or concerned with world mythology, classical, 
early English and Medieval verse forms. In addition to this, Nigel Frith has written numerous plays that 
roughly divide between his early student plays and plays written from the 1980s. His major professionally 
produced plays are: ‘Commedia’ (1987), ‘Magic’ (1989), ‘Hamlet: The Musical’ (1995) (commissioned and 
performed by the Shochiku Theatre Company, Japan), ‘The Angel’ (1996). With the exception of his time in 
Wales, Nigel Frith has lived and worked in Oxford.

Nigel Frith’s great-grandfather, William Silver Frith (1850-1924), and grandfather, Edgar Silver Frith
(1890-1974), were both accomplished architectural sculptors whose work appears on numerous buildings 
and monuments, primarily in London and Oxford but also at Hever Castle, Kent. His grandmother Margaret 
Frith (nee Gough) was personal secretary to the Irish writer, George Moore.   
 

Scope and content

The Frith archive comprises notebooks, sketchbooks, correspondence, illustrations, manuscripts, 
proofs, drafts, photographs, videos, audio recordings and papers relating to Nigel Frith’s literary output. 
Textual materials relating to his teaching career. Poetry, illustrations, correspondence and photographs 
relating to the clubs and groups Nigel Frith is associated with, special occasions and events. There is also 
autobiographical work by Nigel Frith and textual and photographic material relating to his great-grandfather 
and grandfather. In addition to this, the fonds contains textual materials relating to his grandmother, 
Margaret Gough. The fonds also contains correspondence and photographic slides relating to Nigel Frith’s 
overland journey to India in 1969.    



System of arrangement  

The Nigel Frith Fonds is arranged into 12 main series, two files, and one item: 

A. The Suitcase Manuscripts, 1959-1978.
B. Notebooks, c. 1960-present.
C. Papers relating to teaching, 1965-2006. 
D. Papers relating to unpublished/unperformed work, 1959-c.1990.
E. Papers relating to published/performed work, 1965-1996.
F. Papers and poetry relating to parties, events, and occasions, 1963-present. 
G. Papers relating to ‘Indiaman’ coach trip, 1968-1969.
H. Papers relating to the Professor of Poetry and ‘New Renaissance’ campaigns, 1973-c. 1981.
I.  Pangaia Papers, 1976-present.
J. Miscellaneous poetry and illustrations, 1998-present.
K. Papers and poetry relating to the Matinee-Soiree Society, 2000-present. 
L. Autobiographical work and papers relating to the Frith family, 1919-present.
M. Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1970s-present. [File level]
N. Miscellaneous publicity, c.1974-present. [File level]
O. Postgraduate thesis, 1972. [Item level]

Note

The sequence of series is ordered in roughly chronological order, however, within series the Frith 
material is arranged as closely to its original state as possible, the series and works that Frith kept ordered 
are recreated in this arrangement and description, this generally pertains to his main completed works, 
additional material that relates to these or derive from the same provenance, such as photographs or 
recordings of performances have been included in the appropriate file. Conversely, series and files that Frith 
maintained in disorder are left in that state, although they have been tidied into files to facilitate use, 
incidences of this will be noted at series level. The series are based on the system of arrangement used by 
Nigel Frith. A number of the categories of Nigel Frith’s original system overlapped in scope and therefore 
have been conflated or rationalised, and material incorrectly filed by Frith has been re-filed in the 
appropriate series. Material for which only approximate dates provided by Nigel Frith are available are 
marked ‘c.’, material for which the date has been inferred from its context is displayed in square brackets. In 
the descriptions; ‘ts.’ refers to typescript, ‘ms.’ to manuscripts. Reference to ‘cardbooks’ describes Frith’s 
method of folding A4 paper or card to create a 4-page ‘book’ of poetry, illustrations, or prose.

Appraisal and selection notes 

Duplicates of material have been removed from the archive, unless annotated or edited. Nigel Frith 
has removed personal material and correspondence at his discretion. Official, financial, and administrative 
materials have been removed.      

 

Creator and date of description

The Frith Archive was arranged and described in August and September 2012 by William Man, in 
partial fulfilment of a masters degree dissertation. 

Accruals 

Accruals are expected to the Pangaia Papers. Accruals of audio recordings of Nigel Frith reading 
selections of his work are expected and will be added to the appropriate series.
  



A. The Suitcase Manuscripts c. 1959-1978.

Level of description      Series

Extent and medium      6 notebooks, 1 sketchbook, 25 manuscripts 

Scope and content        

The material found in the suitcase represents some of the earliest work of Nigel Frith. There are 
school exercise books that contain the teenage Frith’s attempts at prose, drama, and poetry. Handwritten and
typed manuscripts. Notebooks relating to Frith’s time as an undergraduate, displaying practice in varying 
forms of poetry, and prose ‘life-writing’. The sketchbook contains sketches, portraits, and anatomical studies 
with two pages of illustrated poetry. 

Arrangement 

The material that derives from Frith’s time at school has been grouped in a sub-series, A.1. The 
remaining material constitutes the larger sub-series A.2.

Note

A diary relating to the ‘Indiaman’ journey has been removed and re-filed with the relevant material in
Series G. Some material in this series is undated, approximate and inferred dates have been provided and 
items filed appropriately. Duplicates of material found in (un)published/(un)performed series has been 
removed.

A/1/1 ‘The Pretender: A Phantasy in Five Acts and a Moral’, [1957-1959], fragment ms., School 
exercise book and fullscap paper, c. 50pp.

    1/2 ‘Oedipus Said: A Tragic Farce’, [1957-1959], ms. , exercise book, c. 50pp.

1/3 ‘Like Leaves’, [1957-1959], ms., Play in the style of Beckett, exercise book, c. 50pp.

    1/4 ‘Ludus Amoris I’, [1957-1959], ms., fullscap, c. 30pp.

    1/5 ‘Prologue to Play’, [1957-1959], ms., fullscap, c. 30pp.

    1/6 ‘In Urbe: A London Play’, [1957-1959], ms., fullscap, c. 40pp.

1/7 ‘Alexander the Great: A Pseudo-Elizabethan Exercise in Five Acts’, [1957-1959], ms., 
fullscap, c. 70pp.

    1/8 ‘Blood, Dust and Cucumber’, [1957-1959], ms., exercise book, c. 50pp.

    1/9 [Untitled play], [1957-1959], ms., exercise book, c. 50pp.

   

A/2/1 Red Notebook, ‘Vol.1, Ni’s Book of Private Pleasures or A Little Daily Practice in the Metrick 
Arts’, 1959-1966, 13 poems, 191pp.

     
   2/2 Red Notebook, ‘Vol.2, Collected Poetry’, 1966-1978, incl. love poetry for Sue, 152pp.
   2/3 Red Notebook, ‘Grubbings and Grabbidges from the English Poets on the Oxford Syllabus’, 

1960-1963, transcriptions of Chaucer, Mallory, Shakespeare, Dryden et al. Frith life-writing, 
essays, some original poetry, 150pp.

   
   2/4 ‘Phaedra: A Tragedy in One Act’, 1961-1962, ts., written concurrently with ‘The Lover’s 

Annual’, 37pp.



   2/5 ‘Men or Monsters?: A Social Comedy’, 1962, ts., 68pp.

   2/6 ‘January Thyrsis Mevius Moeris: Hexameter eclogues in the style of Virgil’, 1962, ts., 24pp.

   2/7 Sketch Book, c. 1962, sketches and studies in pencil, 150pp.

   2/8 ‘The New Bohemia: A Romance’, 1965, a novel of student life, ts. W. illustrated cover, 86pp.

   2/9 ‘The Revolving Dai: A Play for Television’, c. 1965-1968, ts., 40pp.

   2/10 ‘Rider to Town: An Adventure in the Series ‘Polish Rider’’, c. 1965, only one in series, ts., 
189pp.

   2/11 ‘Wilful Waters’, [c.1965], play set amongst officers of the British Army, ms., 23pp.

   2/12 ‘Sumer Is Icumen In’, 1965, fantasy play in the style of Chekhov, ts., 20pp

   2/13 ‘The Quest: A Novel’, 1966, thriller, ms., 181pp.

   2/14 ‘Mr Bach Decides to Go: A Play for Television’, 1967, ts., 181pp.

   2/15 ‘Philip & Fred: A Novel’, c. 1967, ms., 107pp.

   2/16 ‘Unfinished Plays’, [c.1967], folder containing: ‘The Girls’ Day Out’, ‘The Carnival of the 
Animals’, ‘Have you Heard of Haystack Hall’, ms.



B. Notebooks, 1964-2000

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 12 Notebooks

Scope and content Notebooks containing a mixture of notes, sketches, and plans for several of 
Frith’s works. A number of the notebooks have been written from front to 
middle, then turned over and written in from ‘back’ to middle.

B/1 Black Notebook, c. 1964-1965, poetry notes, sketches, essays and life-writing, 153pp.

   /2 Red Notebook, c. 1966, experiments in classical quantitative metres, pastoral poems after 
Spenser, essays on modern poetry, Chekhov and Ibsen, John Osborne, sketches and drafts 
for novels, epic verse, notes for ‘Orpheus’, classical verse drama. 

   
   /3 Blue Notebook, c. 1968-1971, notes relating to Frith’s study of Sanskrit, preparations for 

‘Indiaman’ trip, teaching notes.

   /4 Red Notebook, c. 1967-1972, notes for thesis and Don Juan, 279pp.

   /5 Red Notebook, c. 1968-1969, notes on ‘Phoebus’, India trip, Krishna, 277pp.

/6 Blue Notebook, [1969-1975], proportional synopses, notes on Homer, plans for ‘Krishna’, 
162pp.

/7 Diary/notebook, 1977, sketches for a ‘Krishna’ musical, sketches for an Arthurian grail story, 
127pp.

/8 Blue notebook, 1972-1974, sketches for ‘Asgard’, proportional synopses, poetry sketches, 
160pp.

/9 Turquoise notebook, c. 1980-1981, notes and sketches of numerous published and 
unpublished works, ‘Pangaia’, set designs.

/10 Red notebook, c. 1987, early ‘Pangaia’ notes, poetry, verse stress patterns, notes on historical 
events and science, 385pp.

/11 Green notebook, c. 1990-1992, sketches for numerous works incl. ‘Missile’, ‘Grail’, 
‘Cataclysm’ inter alia, 86pp.

/12 Red Notebook, c. 1990-1992, notes on world history and science, timelines, and proportional
synopses, contemporary world events, 400pp. 

 



C. Papers relating to teaching, 1965-2006. 

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 2 Black box folders, 1 large white envelope

Scope and content Over 200 loose leaves incl. teaching and lecture plans, proportional 
synopses, exam questions, prospectuses, reading lists, correspondence 
relating to Frith’s teaching career at Harlech Adult Education College, and 
Oxford Centre of Medieval and Renaissance Studies (CMRS).

Arrangement The papers within these folders are disordered, no attempt has been made to
impose a chronological order on them as most are undated. The folders 
relate to CMRS, and the envelope to Harlech College.

Note There does not appear to be any material relating to Frith’s time at the 
Oxford Polytechnic. 

C/1 Black box folder, 1980-2006, papers relating to CMRS.

   /2 Black box folder , 1980-2006, papers relating to CMRS.

/3 White envelope, 1965-1968, papers relating to Harlech College, primarily lecture notes on 
verse types and Shakespeare. 



D. Papers relating to unpublished/unperformed work, 1959-c.1990

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 19 manuscripts and typescripts

Scope and content Typescripts of main, complete, works, unpublished and unperformed works 
of Frith.

Arrangement The materials in this series have been organised chronologically in line with 
Frith’s ordering of them

Note ‘Thor’ was transferred to this series from series B. Frith could not remember 
writing a number of the works present here and they are undated.

C/1 ‘Decem Anni Decem Carminum: Collected poetry, 1959-1968’, ts., bound and illustrated with
a preface written in 1970, 71pp.

   /2 ‘Quixote’, 1968, play written for the Royal Exchange Theatre, includes notes, program, 
synopsis.

   /3 ‘Orpheus’, [late 1960s], ms., epic poem, 53pp.

   /4 ‘An Oxford Lad’, 1970, ms., illustrated verse of Oxford in the style of Houseman, written for 
the Oxford tutor F.C. Horward, 40pp.

   /5 ‘Thor’, [early 1970s], ts., experimental Homeric epic set in Asgard, 54pp.

   /6 ‘Carragio’, 1975, ms., novel set in Italy, 170pp.

   /7 ‘Osiris’, 1976, ms., “the first epic in hexameter written in English” (Frith), annotated, with 
preface written in 1986, 4 inserted leaves with synopsis for publishers.

   /8 ‘Don Juan’, 1976, ms., a blank verse tragedy, annotated, 143pp.

   /9 ‘Missile’, 1982, ts., 5 act blank verse ‘alexandrine’ tragedy, on Marilyn, the Kennedys and the 
Cuban Missile Crisis, with proportional synopsis, 89pp.

   
  /10 ‘Tales Good and Old: A Collection of Hexameter Ballads for the New Renaissance’, 1983, ms.,

annotated with introduction discussing contemporary poetry, 47pp.
 
   /11 ‘Cubaid’, 1984, ms., epic in blank verse ‘alexandrines’ based on ‘Missile’ but featuring 

mythological gods, ‘corrected version’ from 1991, with 19 loose inserts of notes, sketches and 
alterations, 207pp. 

   /12 ‘Oxford Tales’, 1984, ms., for radio, 55pp, 

‘Biddulph’, ms. with preface and ‘editors introduction’, 8pp.

   /13 ‘Aphrodite’, 1985, ts., illustrated erotic poems, 46pp.

   /14 ‘Three Nights in One’, n.d., ts.

   /15 ‘Two Giants: New Use for Old Myths’, n.d., ms., illustrated epic for 8-11 year olds.

   /16 ‘Amahl the Unamazed’, ms., n.d., with loose inserts of notes.

   /17 ‘The Sun King’s Summer Night’, ms., unfinished.

   /18 ‘Pericles’, n.d., ms.



   /19 ‘Sunset Boulevard’, n.d., ms.



E. Papers relating to published/performed work, 1965-1996.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 21 typescripts and manuscripts, 1 cardbook, 8 audio cassettes, 1 video 
cassette, numerous papers and ephemera.

Scope and content The series contains the typescripts of the published and performed works of 
Nigel Frith and material relating to them, these include; photographs, press 
and publicity, annotated drafts, adapted and associated work, 
correspondence with Frith’s literary agent, Caroline Whitaker, and friends 
and acquaintances.   

Arrangement This series is divided into two series, E.1 contains published poetry and 
prose, E.2 contains performed plays. Additional materials relating to 
individual works are included in the relevant files.

Note  Material relating to ‘Lambert Simnel’, a verse comedy performed by the City
of Oxford Theatre Guild (COTG) at the Edinburgh Fringe in 1961 are lost. 
The typescripts of ‘Ragnarok’ and ‘Donald Does his Bit’ have been 
transferred from Series B. and A. respectively. The file containing material 
relating to ‘Hamlet: The musical’ includes adaptations of that work and, 
additionally, papers relating to a ‘Peer Gynt’ musical that was commissioned
by the same company, Shochiku, but was not performed. ‘Hamlet’ was 
directed by Giles Block.

E/1/1 ‘The Lover’s Annual’, 1965, ts., “Medieval style love-poetry, drama and narrative, set in 60s 
Oxford” (Frith), published by J.M. Dent & Son. 

‘Roses’, ts. Adaptation of ‘The Lover’s Annual’ for radio, with introduction and stage 
directions.

‘Troilus’, 2011, ts., a revised version of ‘The Lover’s Annual’ “to highlight its message 
concerning the class pogroms of the 60s, privately issued with individually painted covers” 
(Frith), 7 loose painted covers.

   1/2 ‘Krishna’, 1975, ts.,  a romance epic from Indian mythology, published by SPCK.

 ‘The Island of Everywhere’, 1976, ts., a musical adaptation of ‘Krishna’ with lyrics, author’s 
note, stage directions, and scene breakdown, 130pp.

 Papers relating to ‘Krishna’ includes:  correspondence with Caroline Whitaker, Neville 
Coghill, and others, Frith illustrated flyer for ‘Krishna’, press and publicity relating to 
‘Krishna’.

1/3 ‘Asgard’ aka ‘The Spear of Mistletoe’, 1977, ts., an Homeric epic from Norse mythology, 
published by Routledge.  

‘Ragnarok’, ts., annotated, unpublished extra part of ‘Asgard’. 

Papers relating to ‘Asgard/Spear of Mistletoe’, includes: press and publicity, correspondence 
with Caroline Whitaker.

1/4 ‘Jormundgand’, 1986, ts., an Homeric epic of the barbarian invasions of Europe, 378 AD, 
published by Unwins. 

1/5 ‘Dragon’, 1987, ts., a novel epic of the barbarian invasions of China, 383 Ad, published by 
Unwins.

1/6 ‘Olympiad’, 1988, ts., an Homeric epic of early Classical Greece, 776 BCE, with poems in 
Greek metres including hexameter, a Pindaric ode in the metre of Olympian III.



‘Olympian Lines’ poetry cardbook, including Saphics, Asclepiads, Accaics, Olympian Odes, 
Elegiacs. 

Papers relating to ‘Olympiad’ include: promotional materials, correspondence including 
letter form the office of Boris Johnson.

1/7 ‘Snow’, 1992, ts., an Oxford novel with poems and illustrations by Frith, published by Breese 
Books.

Papers relating to ‘Snow’ include: synopsis of ‘Snow’, drafts and illustration templates, 
correspondence from Sheridan Morley who wrote a short piece for the cover.    

E/2/1 ‘Donald Does his Bit: A Pop Play’, 1962, ts., a verse comedy, given as a moved reading by 
Oxford University Dramatic Society (OUDS), original cast included Lyn Barber and Maria 
Aitkin.

Papers relating to ‘Donald Does his Bit’ includes: handmade flyers.

    2/2 ‘Robin Hood Rides Again’, 1962, ts., verse and prose street-theatre from Medieval ballads, 
performed outdoors in St. Giles, Oxford in 1962, cast included Ciaran Madden as Maid 
Marion, Giles Block as the Sheriff, and Sheridan Morley as Friar Tuck, also performed on 
tour at the riverside in Stratford-upon-Avon, 1963, stage design by Peter Logan. 

Papers relating to ‘Robin Hood Rides Again’ includes: photographs of performances in 
Oxford and Stratford, castlists, press and publicity.

   2/3 ‘Commedia’, 1987, ts., a verse comedy, set in Venice 1797, commedia dell’arte style, 
performed at the Oxford Playhouse by the COTG.

‘Dead Beat in Venice’, 1991, ts., a novel based on ‘Commedia’, includes proportional 
synopsis, introduction.

Papers relating to ‘Commedia’ includes: performance photographs, set designs, video 
recording of the production.

   2/4 ‘Magic’, 1989, ts., a historical tragedy, set in Persia and Iraq 750 AD, performed at the 
Oxford Union by COTG.

   2/5 ‘Hamlet: The Musical’, 1995, ts., lyrics and adaptation with Giles Block for Shochiku Theatre 
Company, performed in Tokyo, Kobe, and on tour in 1997.

‘Hamlet’ novel, 1996, ts., novel adaptation in Noh play style.

‘Peer Gynt’, 1997-1998, ts., musical adaptation commissioned by Shochiku but unperformed,
includes proportional synopsis, production notes.

‘Peer Gynt and the Trolls’, 1998, ts., ‘musical novel’ adapted from musical play.

Material relating to ‘Hamlet: The Musical’ include: correspondence with Giles Block and 
individuals associated with Shochiku company, programs, 4 audio cassettes of music from 
the musical, ‘A Hamlet Brunch in Honour of Rei Asami’ (illustrated menu and poem).

Material relating to ‘Peer Gynt’ includes: 4 Audio cassettes of Grieg to accompany musical 
and novel.

   2/6 ‘The Angel’, 1996, ts.,a Noh play, performed in North Oxford by COTG with Noh movement 
and masques with a Rachmaninov score. 



F. Papers and poetry relating to parties, events, and occasions, c.1963-present. 

Level of description Series

Extent and medium   4 files of textual, photographic, and illustrated materials, approximately 0.14 m

Scope and content The series contains papers, photographs, poetry, illustrations, programs, and menus 
relating to the 55 Club, parties, events, and occasions.  File 2 contains ‘Birthday 
Sonnet for Sheridan [Morley] and Peter Young’, and ‘The Spirit of Glyndebourne: to 
Jeannine and Michael Billington’.

Arrangement                The materials in this series has been left in its disordered state, the majority of the 
pieces in this series were loose poems or poem ‘cardbooks’. Whilst they have been 
left in their original disorder they have been combined into three files in addition to 
the 55Club file.

Note  

F/1 ’55 Club File’; contains correspondence, programs, poetry relating to the 55 Club and
the 55 Club Reunion held at Frith’s house. Includes 6-page script for ‘Masque of 
Eternal Youth’ written by Frith for its performance at the reunion, 55 Club Reunion 
‘Photoboard’, mounted photographs of 55Club Reunion, also included are Jeannine 
Billington’s photos of the reunion and ‘Nancy’s photos’.

/2 ‘Public Poems and Sketches’ File, c. 1995-; ‘Sonnet for Charlotte’s Wedding 1998’, 
‘St. Valentines Day brunch programme and poem’, ‘Celebratory Sonnet for the 
Centenary of St. Catherine’s’, ‘John Howard Sonnet’, ‘Posy for St. Valentines’, 
‘Sonnet for Jeannine’, ’25 Years of Chris and Wendy’, ‘Verso of Thanks to CMRS’, 
‘Menu and Poem for Pangaia Punchbrunch 2006’, ‘Farewell Sonnet with Masquer 
Illustration’, ‘Public Poems (annotated) with Harlech Essay’, ‘Valedictory Sonnets’, 
‘Impromptu Birthday Roundel’, ‘Birthday Sonnet for Sheridan and Peter Young’, 
‘The Spirit of Glyndebourne: to Jeannine and Michael Billington’, ‘Sonnet on Bob’s 
Departure’, ‘Ode to Bob Morley and Sketch for Masque at Billington’s’, ‘Verses on 
the 90th Birthday of Major Haycraft’, ‘Ode to Robert on his Eightieth Birthday’, ‘To 
Sally: The Diner’s Salute’, ‘Brief Ode: In Ballad Stanzas to Margaret and Dyrk 
Riddel’, ‘Equinox: March 2004’, ‘Ode to Robert and Joan’s Golden Wedding 
Anniversary’, ‘Eclipse Ode to Margaret’, ‘Sonnet to Sobell House’, ‘Ballad to 
Billington fromhis Oxford Mate’.

  /3 ‘Occasions’ File, c. 1990s-; ‘Mickie’s Birthday’, ‘Ballad at Thanksgiving, for CMRS 
Students from US’, Untitled Poem, ‘Epithalamium for Natalia’ (annotated), ‘Sonnet 
for Jeannine’ (annotated), ‘Happy Birthday Jeannine: Ballad on a Confident 
Assumption’, ‘Sally: Ode to a Great Achiever’ (annotated), rough poetry notes. 

  /4 Illustrated Menus and Programs File; ‘Pangaia Carnival Birthday’, ‘Psephological 
Coffee Morning and Debate’ (illustrated), ‘Windsor Society and 1950s Reunion’, ‘St. 
Andrews Day Brunch’ (illustrated), ‘Pre-May Day 2001 Brunch and Panagai 
Presentaion’, ‘Halloween Party’ (with guestlist), ‘The Feast of Hallowe’en’ program 
with poem ‘The Fireside Interlude of Bachus’.



G. Papers relating to ‘Indiaman’ coach trip, 1968-1969.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 1 small box, 1 large Terry’s chocolate box, 1 Diary, 10 boxes of slides, 20 
loose slides, 39 letters, 4 postcards 8pp of ‘Hexameter Journal’.

 
Scope and content The ‘Indiaman’ papers include photographic slides documenting Frith’s 

overland journey to India, including photos of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Taj 
Mahal, Hafia Sofia, photos of southern Europe, Turkey, Iran, northern 
India. Also includes 36 letters and 3 postcards from Frith to his parents 
whilst travelling, and 3 postcards and letters to Frith’s parents from his 
travelling companion, Marya Barnett. 

Arrangement The material in this series has been left in its original order, the diary of 
1969 was transferred from the Suitcase series.

G/1 Small Box; envelope with 20 slides (photos of India, Maharishi, Taj Mahal, Kashmir inter 
alia), annotated envelope in English and Latin (possible speech or poem), box of 65 slides 
(photos include India, Kashmir, Ganges, Taj Mahal, Greece, Venice, Istanbul, Hagia Sofia).

  /2 Large Chocolate Box; carbon copies of ‘Hexameter Journal’ from Iran Oct 28 - Nov 7, 1968 
(8pp) , 9 boxes of slides of journey, 36 letters from Frith to Major and Mrs D.S. Frith, 
‘Indiaman’ reunion  flyers, 3 postcards fromFrith to parents, 1 postcard and 3 letters from 
Marya Barnett to Frith’s parents.

  /3 1969 Diary; diary produced by Kharsawan Mineral Concern, blank except for verse entries 
between 11 March and 2nd May of poetry influenced by and written during India trip 
(‘Mystical Jottings’ and Krishna sketches, Maharishi inspired)  



H. Papers relating to the Professor of Poetry and ‘New Renaissance’ campaigns, 1973-c. 1981.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 3 Files

Scope and content Series contains material relating to Frith’s campaigns for the position of the 
Oxford Professor of Poetry, 1973 and 1978, press, correspondence, and 
numerous Frith manifestos and campaign material relating to Professorship 
and ‘New Renaissance’ (renaissance art and literature basis of Frith’s 
campaign). File H/1 contains ms. of Sheridan Morley article for Punch on 
campaign.

Arrangement The material in this series is unordered but is divided into three files. Some 
of the correspondence was transferred from general correspondence file, 
some of the press materials was transferred from general publicity file.

H/1 1978 Campaing Press; ‘Mandrake’ Sunday Times article on Frith’s campaign for 
Professorship, Oxford Mail article on Pangaia and ‘New Renaissance’, ‘Isis’ (Oxford 
University Magazine) profile of Frith and Campaign “Art’s a Fart”, Daily Telegraph 
article in re. campaign, ms. of Punch article by Sheridan Morley on campaign and 
‘New Renaissance’.

/2 1978 CampaignPapers; includes Frith’s campaign literature (‘The Case for A Fair 
Hearing: Literary works 1960-1980’, ‘Nigel Frith: An Unacknowledged 
Revolutionary’, ‘New Renaissance Manifesto’), numerous correspondence including 
Caroline Whitaker, national press, publisher, angry response from academics, 
Sheridan Morley etc.

/3 1973 Campaign Papers; Introduction to Frith’s work, sponsorship of Frith by 
Sheridan Morley and Giles Block, ‘New Renaissance’ literature, lecture scheme for 
Professorshiop, sample ballad ‘Guido’ with explanatory note, invitation to 
introductory talk and reading at St. Catherine’s College, correspondence with 
Caroline Whitaker.  



I.  Pangaia Papers, 1976-present.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 3 Notebooks, 7 typescripts, 1 printer paper box

Scope and content      The Pangaia papers relate to Frith’s ongoing ‘Epic of All History’, the 
notebooks and manuscripts are of the earliest forms of Pangaia as prose 
epics set in different parts of the world, they represent the origins of Pangaia
concept, the box contains the large number of illustrated Pangaia cardbook 
‘samizdats’ of Pangaia epic verse, explanations, histories, synopses, an essay 
on Pangaia. Also included are 3 royal letters of thanks in re. Frith’s ‘Delhi 
Durbar’ Pangaia piece.

Arrangement Apart from the notebooks which were arranged chronologically by Frith, this
material was unordered but kept together in a printer paper box. 

I/1 Notebook, 1976; Notes relating to ‘Osiris’, Italy holiday, love poetry to Sue, notes 
relating to numerous works (150pp)

  /2 Notebook, 1977; notes relating to ‘World Myth’ (150pp).

  /3 Notebook, 1980; notes relating to world mythologies and grail story (192pp).

  /4 Untitled, n.d., ts., of an Arthurian tale with Greek and Norse Gods (134pp).

  /5 ‘What Happened to the Gods’, n.d., ts., annotated with cover illustration, preface, 
introduction, and contents page. (Multiple copies in different fonts) (32pp).

  /6 ‘Olympus’, n.d., ts., sample and synopsis of Pangaia for publishers, annotated by 
Frith and Caroline Whitaker (72pp).

  /7 3 mss., ‘Ragnarok’, ‘Rome’, ‘Olympus’, synopsis and 2 complete works, attempts at 
early Pangaia, ‘Ragnarok’ not to be confused with the ‘Asgard’ ‘Ragnarok’, this 
Ragnarok is Pangaia synopsis.

  /8 ‘Rome, An Epic’, ts., epic in prose, with contents, prologue explaining inspiration for 
Pangaia, edited and annotated (176pp).

  /9 Pangaia Box; ‘The Story of All History’, ‘Delhi Durbar’, ‘World History through 
Myth, A Lightening Guide’ with timeline, ‘Apollo in Whitehall: the Beginning of an 
Epic’, ‘Plan of Twelve Books’, ‘Sketch for the Basic Situation of the Plot of Pangaia’, 
‘Sketch for the First Three Pages of a World-Tale Tetralogy, Book One, Chapter One: 
Zeus Muses’, ‘Sketch for the First Three pages of a Non-Fiction World Tetralogy, A 
Good Way to Understand (Books 1-4) World History, World Literature, World Art, 
World Culture, Chapter One: The Method’, ‘How Zeus Got Back in History’, ‘The 
Pangaia Trust’, ‘Appendix 1: Pangaia a three-page Synopsis of a Brief Mythology of 
Time’, ‘Appendix 3: Pangaia Timeline’, ‘Notes to Pangaia Chamber’, ‘Notes on 
Pangaia Chamber’ (variant), ‘The Pleiades’, ‘The Loves of the Goddess’, ‘Apollo’ with 
introduction to ‘New Renaissance and Frith biography, ‘Apollo: The Beginning of an 
Epic, in Memory of the Dead of 11 September 2001’ (and variants), ‘Apollo Plot’ 
overview of Apollo part of Pangaia series beginning 9/11, ‘Pangaia: The 3 Brothers 
Story’ (annotated), ‘Pangaia: Through Story’, ‘Epic of Apollo: The Initial Situation or 
a Demonstration of the Analysis Afforded by Celestial Machinery’, ‘Search for the 
Plot of Apollo’, ‘Pangaia: A Synopsis of the Whole Story of the Cosmos as 
Investigated by a Judge Sent on an Emergency Mission from the City of Eternity’, 
‘Pangaia: The World Epic by Nigel Frith, a Scientific Introduction Prepared for Dr. 
John Roche’, ‘Sub-Story in the World Epic told for Nishta, How the Cosmos Came to 
Be’, ‘Pangaia, The World Epic by Nigel Frith, An Explanation of the Project’, 
‘Pangaian Paiem’, 3 Royal letters in re. ‘Delhi Durbar’, letter from Ashmolean 
Museum, Daily Telegraph article on ‘Olympics of Pangaia’.



J. Miscellaneous poetry and illustrations, 1998-present.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 2 Files, 6 Illustrated Poetry Cardbooks,   

Scope and content This series includes Frith’s poetry unrelated to events or main works. Much 
of it is motivated by Frith’s aversion to policies of Blair government and this 
series represents the most political works of Frith. File 1 contains loose 
illustrated poems and illustrated Christmas card templates. The second file 
contains loose illustrations and ‘pountings’ which are Frith’s name for 
layered painted paper paintings, generally A4 or smaller.

Arrangement Much of this series was brought together as the remnants of original Frith 
series, originally spread across Frith’s archive. They are undated but all are 
1998-.

J/1 File; loose poetry; ‘The Quiet House’, ‘The Old Cedar’, ‘A Ballad of Rothwell Town’, 
‘’The Land At Christmas’, ‘Sonnet after Milton’, ‘Cherubs’, ‘The Man From Basra’, ‘A 
Poem After Reading, in metre of Clough’s ‘Hymnos Aymnos’’  (illustrated), ‘A 
Former Occupying Army’, ‘Support The British Peers: A Political Sonnet’, ‘Cyprian 
Poem’ (illustrated), untitled poem starts ‘Who was it put in women’s arms’, untitled 
poem starts ‘Well then, farewell my friendly torturer’, ‘Apollo’s Song’, ‘Christmas 
Readers’, ‘The Hunter’s Annual’ (variant), ‘Preface on the Verse’, ‘The New Scholar’, 
‘The Ladette Loves’, ‘Raindrops’, untitled poem starts ‘Home then my Paiams’, ‘An 
Oxford Ladette’, ‘Alice’s Third Journey’, ‘World Person’, ‘England’, ‘The Cold 
Gondolier’, ‘Thoughts of a Rose’.

   /2 File; illustrations and paintings; portrait illustration for John Bewley’s ‘No Man is an
Island’, ink illustration of ‘Grand Houses at Night’, 13 assorted samples of Frith art 
(mixed media) pounting of ‘December Scene’, 4 digital photographs of Frith acrylics 
on canvas.

   /3 ‘The Hunt into Hell’, sketches for unfinished story in verse in protest at the Blair ban
on hunting  variously called ‘The Hunt into Hell’ and ‘The Toff and the Tomboy’; 
‘Part 1: The Toff and the Tomboy’ (illustrated), ‘The Man in Oxford’, ‘The Tables 
Turned’ (illustrated), ‘To Zoe from Nigel’, ‘Poem 2 of the Toff and the Tomboy, 
Introduction and Ode, to Nancy from Nigel’ (illustrated), ‘The Toff and the Tomboy, 
poem 3’ (illustrated), ‘The Hunt into Hell: Raindrops Sequence’, ‘Invocation’ 
(illustrated), ‘The Lone Huntsmen Sequence’ (illustrated), ‘The Rehearsal: 
Introduction and Ode’ (illustrated), ‘The Ode of the Countryside Marchers’, 
‘Canterbury Quad’ (illustrated), ‘The Hunt into Hell’ illustrated cover page.

/4 ‘Royalist Rhymes: A Story in Verse’, includes; ‘The Shepherd Sets Forth’, ‘The 
Farmer’s Grief’, ‘Tastes of Loss’, ‘The Shepherd’s Mission’, ‘The Shepherd’s 
Farewell’, ‘A Lady in the Night’, multiple copies for ‘2004 School Reunion’.

/5  ‘Earth Secrets: A Sequence’.

/6 ‘Three Patriotic Sonnets’; ‘The District Officer’, ‘The British Army of the Rhine’, ‘The 
Coach in the Desert’.

/7 ‘Five Stanzas on Four Renaissance Moments’; ‘1362’, ‘1401’, ‘1475’, ‘1506’, ‘Envoy’, 
(illustrated) with ‘The Emergence of the Renaissance Timeline’.

/8 ‘Right Wing Rhymes: A Sequence of Verse for the Restitution of the Right, including 
‘The Rhyme of the Ancient Hill-Farmer’, 25 poems in 5 parts, (illustrated). 



K. Papers and poetry relating to the Matinee-Soiree Society, 2000-present. 

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 3 Files

Scope and content The Matinee-Soiree Society is a group of Frith’s friends and neighbours that 
meets every Saturday morning for coffee at Frith’s house or one of his 
neighbours. It has produced occasional papers on a range of subjects. 
‘Helios’ is a variant of ‘Pangaia’ based on the new lay out of the Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford, developed by Frith for the Matinee-Soiree Society.

Arrangement This series retains the order in which Frith keeps them.

K/1 File; papers relating to Matinee-Soiree Society; includes venue schedules for M-S, 
‘Tree-Spotting Walk’.

/2 File; ‘Helios’ papers; copy of a talk on ‘Helios’, notes, ‘Treasure Hunt’, Oxford 
Polytechnic reunion pamphlet with Ashmolean map and program, ‘Helios’ quiz 
sheets, ‘Scheme of Historical Layout of Helios’ with diagram.

/3 File; Matinee-Soiree occasional papers; ‘Transactions of the Matinee-Soiree Society’;

No.1, 23 April, 2009, ‘The Building Blocks of Classical Proof in Euclid and Homer’ by
Nigel Frith.
 
No.2, June, 2009, ‘Understanding Newton’s Law of Motion’ by Dr. John Roche. 

No.3, June 2009, ‘Spin, Corruption, and Self-Delusion in Fifth Century Athens’ by 
David Cartwright.

‘Publications of the Matinee-Soiree Society’;

No.1, May, 2009, ‘Part of the Plot of the Epic of World History, The Stolen 
Scriptures’, by Nigel Frith.

No.2, May, 2009, ‘Special Tribute Re-issue, nine poems, ‘Other Men’s Fears/Tears’, 
by Harry Brack (1927-2009).

No.3, June, 2009, ‘Nine Poems’ by Felicity Ehrlich.

 



L. Autobiographical work and papers relating to the Frith family, 1919-present.

Level of description Series

Extent and medium 5 Files, 2 typescripts, 1 loose poem

Scope and content This series comprises the autobiographical works and papers of Frith and 
material relating to his great-grandfather, the sculptor William Silver Frith, 
his grandfather, the sculptor Edgar Silver Frith, Grandmother, Margaret 
Frith (nee Gough), personal secretary to the Irish author George Moore. The
series also contains a number of Frith’s ‘works lists’, also included is a file of 
‘Nigel Frith Promotions’.

Arrangement Frith keeps his family papers together, ‘Nigel Frith Productions’ was 
transferred from a re-organised series, ‘works lists’ were set apart but were 
included in this section for their biographical information.

L/1 File, ‘Nigel Frith Productions’; biographical sketch of Frith, plans for a themed 
holiday to Tuscany on ‘Renaissance Man’, ‘oddshots’ photos of Frith.

   /2 File, ‘Works Lists’, ‘Plays finished or well begun, 1957-1986 with dates, influences, 
notes on Frith’s literary development and style, ‘New Renaissance work by Nigel 
Frith’, chronology of works and styles, 1956-1984, ‘An Account of the Work of Nigel 
Frith for the Arts Council’, c. 1970, annotated.

   /3 ‘Autobiographical Lament’, c. 1980, ts., in style and meter of Chu Yuan (5pp).

   /4 ‘Photobiography of Nigel Frith’, n.d., photographs and text autobiography, (28pp).

   /5 File, W.S. Frith; pamphlet for ‘W.S. Frith and Sons’ c. 1924, with introduction and 
photographs, 1 photocopies of photograph of W.S. Frith, 1 photograph of clippings 
from 1924 with obituary of W.S. Frith and article on Isabella Jane Frith civil list 
pension, 12 annotated photographs of W.S. Frith’s work at Hever Castle and London,
2 A4 papers with 6 images of W.S.Frith work including Admiralty Arch and King 
Charles St., notes and map of W.S. Frith work around London by Frith, ‘Hever Castle
and Gardens Guidebook’ includes photos of W.S. Frith works, ‘The Chisels of Frith’ 
an illustrated narrative poem cardbook by Frith, ‘A Sculptural Odysssey of London’ 
(annotated) by Frith.

   /6 File, E.S. Frith; ‘The Restoration of Stone Carving and Sculpture’ by E.S. Frith 
F.R.S.S. and Vivienne Jenkins, ‘St. John’s College Oxford: A Short History and 
Guide’ by Geoffrey Tyack includes references to E.S. Frith carvings, b/w photograph 
of E.S. Frith.

   /7 File, Margaret Gough; ‘On the Keys of the Typewriter Called Empire’ illustrated 
poem about Margaret Gough by Frith, copy of cartoon of Margaret Gough and 
George Moore (possibly annotated by George Moore), 5 photos of Margaret Gough, 
annotated letter from the Ministry of Munitions 1919, bibliography of Margaret 
Gough’s work, 6 fragments of Margaret Gough memoir relating to George Moore, 
copy of ‘Our Street’ by Margaret Gough, copy of ‘Artists’ Wives’ by Margaret Gough, 
3 fragments of ‘George Moore’ by Margaret Frith, copy of journal ‘English Literature 
in Transition 1880-1920’, vol.55, No. 2, 2012, includes article by Brendan Fleming 
on Margaret Gough and George Moore.  



M. Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1970s-present.

Level of description File

Extent and medium c. 21 letters 

Scope and content Includes correspondence with Sheridan Morley, a copy of a Frith letter to 
Kingsley Amis, correspondence with free Iran and Iranian exiled groups, 
correspondence relating to the City of Oxford Theatre Guild, Allan 
Chapman, Sheldon Press and Routledge Publishers, Alzheimers Society, Ken
Kessler. 

Arrangement The series contains correspondence unconnected to other series’.

 



N. Miscellaneous publicity, c.1974-present.

Level of description File

Extent and medium 1 File

Scope and content This file contains press and publicity unrelated to specific Frith works. 
Includes Women’s Journal feature on Frith ‘The Writer in the Satin 
Waistcoat’ (May 1974). Press clippings relating to Sheridan Morley’s death, 
clippings on Decimus Burton.  

Arrangement This file contains correspondence drawn from press and publicity files that 
have been rationalised and dispersed to the appropriate series. 

 



O. Postgraduate thesis, 1972.

Level of description Item

Extent and medium 1 Bound Thesis

Scope and content ‘’A Proportional Analysis of Romeo and Juliet, Othello, Anthony and 
Cleopatra – A Thesis Submitted for the Degree of Bachelor of Letters at 
Oxford University, 1972’, 228pp, illustrated title page, diagrams of 
proportional synopsis. 

 


